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Wipro Reduces Ticket Handling Time 
with Adaptive End-User Analytics

Wipro selected Nexthink for increased visibility of its highly complex environment. 

Actionable end-user IT analytics enable Wipro to identify any issues that affect end-

users, or soon will affect them, therefore reducing tickets while improving productivity 

and end-user experience.

BUSINESS CHALLENGE

With a workforce of over 170,000 serving customers across 6 continents, Wipro’s 

IT team faces the challenge of providing software, services and support to a 

disparate and highly diverse end-user population. As a result, there is continual 

pressure on IT to ensure uptime for critical applications such as MyWipro, 

Microsoft Exchange and SAP, while simultaneously meeting evolving IT objectives 

and reducing costs. Wipro actively seeks and adopts emerging and innovative 

technologies to better support end-users and business goals.

One of the organization’s needs identified by Wipro was to improve visibility of 

end-user endpoints. Historically, Wipro’s Service Desk relied on a reactive mode 

of addressing incoming tickets and troubleshooting issues as described by the 

end-users themselves. With an aim of enabling automation, identifying root 

causes and empowering self-service, Wipro set an objective to reduce the 

number of helpdesk tickets by increasing total IT infrastructure transparency.

ORGANIZATION

Wipro

INDUSTRY

IT and Services

LOCATION

Worldwide

KEY CHALLENGES

 z Provide software, services and 
support to a disparate and highly 
diverse end-user population of 
over 170,000 serving customers 
across 6 continents

 z Ensure uptime for critical 
applications while simultaneously 
meeting evolving IT objectives 
and reducing costs

 z Increase IT infrastructure visibility 
in order to reduce the number of 
helpdesk tickets
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“Nexthink has enabled Wipro 

to proactively remediate and 

reduce helpdesk and EUC support 

tickets, thereby improving the 

productivity of the IT team as well 

as our end-users.”

Mr. Raja Ukil
Senior Vice President and Chief 

Information Officer, Wipro Limited

IMPLEMENTATION JOURNEY

Wipro recognized the need for shifting the paradigm through end-user analytics 

and adopting a proactive approach to resolve End-User Compliance (EUC) issues.

The intent was to find a quick and reliable solution to resolve all the challenges 

and address end-user issues. Nexthink, an end-user IT analytics tool for 

monitoring EUC, seemed as a good solution for this.

The Nexthink implementation in the APAC region covered over 110,000 endpoints 

across the globe encompassing over 200 locations worldwide. Multiple 

deployment approaches were adopted to address the needs of various Business 

Units. Heterogeneous environment consisting of OS versions and platforms 

were addressed and multiple stakeholders and consumers of the solution were 

trained to utilize the analytics and dashboards (IT Support, SAM, IRMC, ITAM, 

Configuration Management, etc.)

Nexthink has three major components: Finder, Engine and Portal. Finder, built 

upon powerful visualization techniques, is the fastest search and user interface to 

provide visibility into the IT infrastructure. Engine is a high-performance analytics 

software capable of processing millions of endpoint activities in seconds. Events 

sent in real-time by data Collectors populate the Engine with activity data, 

furnishing a rich repository of historical and live IT infrastructure usage data 

from the end-user perspective. A custom search algorithm was built to help 

engineers locate devices across 23 regional Engines. Portal is the reporting tool, 

collaboration and centralized management platform of the Nexthink end-user IT 

analytics platform. A comprehensive set of dashboards are delivered out-of-the-

box but it is possible to construct custom dashboards in a matter of minutes, 

valuable to anyone in the organization. Personalized metrics are simple to define 

as drag-and-drop widgets and can be quickly published and shared. Nexthink 

Portal front-end is a Web application running inside a browser.

A customized integration plugin was developed to integrate with ITSM tool 

eHelpline to assist the Helpdesk team reduce mean time to resolution 
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“Nexthink has helped us improve 

end-user experience and helpdesk 

productivity, with a reduction in 

ticket handling time of 23% for 

Citrix connectivity issues.”

“IT analytics allow us to identify 

major issues that affect end-

users, or soon will affect them. 

For example, my team could 

proactively and automatically 

resolve a C drive space issue on 

end-user devices accounting to 

over 10TB of data moved, hence 

avoiding more than 6,000 tickets.”

Mr. Ankur Jalpota
Practice Head, Strategic & 

Transformation, Wipro Limited

(MTTR). Nexthink also helped to develop a custom integration plugin for Asset 

Management to keep the configuration management database updated on 

near real-time intervals and help in software standardization. Integration built 

with SIEM (security information and event management) solution to target 

security issues Integration with HP OMi (HP OMi provides a cross-domain 

single pane of glass view of the entire IT environment covering virtualization 

technologies, cloud infrastructure, third-party products, applications, servers, 

storage, networks, Application Performance Management (APM) monitors using 

a Web-based user interface). It helps correlate events automatically which in turn 

allows the support team to decrease duplication of effort, increase collaboration 

across teams, and improve mean time to recovery (MTTR) to plug in the end-user 

perspective of critical business service availability. Nexthink is integrated with the 

other enterprise tools to assess the full visibility of end-user IT analytics.

Nexthink as Wipro’s endpoint analytics tool has helped the team to overcome 

many challenges.

Transition and Post Go-Live Support:

During transition to business operations and IT support team, there were many 

challenges faced in tool adoptability. Around 140 man hours were spent on 

product training, adoption, and live demos within Wipro’s environment. Regular 

training sessions enable the Service Desk team to understand and discover 

historic events of the endpoint at their fingertips which allow them to quickly 

correlate events, derive the root cause and easily cross check for similar events 

across identical endpoints across the install base. This leads to better anticipation 

and forecasting of problem events.
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“Nexthink is very innovative  

and therefore complementary 

to our current infrastructure. It 

allows us to be more proactive in 

the way we manage our global 

environment and to reduce the 

technical support load  

on IT operations.”

Ms. Anitha Prasad
Senior Manager, IT Management 

Group, Wipro Limited

CHOOSING NEXTHINK

Nexthink end-user IT analytics measures infrastructure performance in real-

time, as experienced by the end-users, enabling ultra-fast diagnostics and 

troubleshooting of issues. Nexthink gives a comprehensive inside look at Wipro 

IT services from the end-user perspective. Its continuous analysis of all endpoint 

activities and network connections, displayed in real-time visualizations, is truly 

unique. Nexthink’s innovative new overview of IT services shows exactly what the 

end-user is experiencing at any given moment.

The Nexthink solution has been deployed on over 110,000 endpoints across 

Wipro Limited. Nexthink end-user IT analytics has been integrated with Wipro’s 

Active Directory to give contextual information about the end-users facing 

problems. Nexthink has also been linked with other enterprise tools including 

eHelpline (in-house ticketing system), Flexera (Software Asset Management 

tool), QRadar and Splunk (used for Internal Risk Management) to increase total 

network visibility.

By leveraging adaptive IT analytics, Wipro’s Infrastructure management team 

is now quickly alerted to potential problems such as application crashes, low 

memory conditions or a lack of disk space. Nexthink provides accurate and 

actionable insight, enabling Service Desk agents to take appropriate measures, 

provide quick resolutions without any end-user intervention. This has also helped 

elevate the support services to end-users and enhance end-user experience. 

For example, more than 140 VIP end-users are proactively monitored, and 

automated alerts are set for issues that may impact the end-user experience.
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“Nexthink has played a 

critical role in Wipro’s Hyper 

Automation Transformation 

program, specifically in the 

End-User Computing space. 

Its analytics at Wipro’s scale 

and geographical spread has 

given deep insights towards 

driving better performance as 

well as compliance. Besides 

improving productivity and 

end-user experience, this has 

been a stepping stone towards 

self-healing and the nirvana of 

ticketless IT.” 

Ms. Kavitha Kadambi
General Manager, Strategic & 

Transformation, Wipro Limited

BENEFITS

Using Nexthink, Wipro gains actionable IT data which is more objective and 

comprehensive than information recorded from Service Desk calls. Therefore, 

Service Desk and IT Support teams are no longer bound to reactive response 

dependent on end-user reporting. “Nexthink has enabled Wipro to proactively 

remediate and reduce helpdesk and EUC support tickets, thereby improving the 

productivity of the IT team as well as our end-users,” said Senior Vice President 

and Chief Information Officer, Mr. Raja Ukil, Wipro Limited.

And that’s just the beginning — “Nexthink has helped us improve end-user 

experience and helpdesk productivity, with a reduction in ticket handling time of 

23% for Citrix connectivity issues,” said Mr. Ankur Jalpota, Practice Head, Strategic 

& Transformation, Wipro Limited. “IT analytics allow us to identify major issues 

that affect end-users, or soon will affect them. For example, my team could 

proactively and automatically resolve a C drive space issue on end-user devices 

accounting to over 10TB of data moved, hence avoiding more than 6,000 tickets. 

Further integration with HP OMi gives the three dimensional view in endpoint, 

application and infrastructure in the same time frame.”

“Nexthink has played a critical role in Wipro’s Hyper Automation Transformation 

program, specifically in the End-User Computing space. Its analytics at Wipro’s 

scale and geographical spread has given deep insights towards driving better 

performance as well as compliance. Besides improving productivity and end-

user experience, this has been a stepping stone towards self-healing and the 

nirvana of ticketless IT,” said Ms. Kavitha Kadambi, General Manager, Strategic & 

Transformation, Wipro Limited.

“Nexthink is very innovative and therefore complementary to our current 

infrastructure. It allows us to be more proactive in the way we manage our global 

environment and to reduce the technical support load on IT operations,” said Ms. 

Anitha Prasad, Senior Manager, IT Management Group, Wipro Limited.
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Nexthink’s end-user perspective can also be used to compare and validate IT 

service levels before, during and after completion of IT projects, allowing Wipro 

to embrace the notion of the IT department as a Return on Investment (ROI) 

partner rather than a cost center. For example, using Nexthink end-user IT 

analytics during a new MyWipro intranet rollout allowed Wipro to avoid over 

5,000 potential post transformation tickets.

ABOUT WIPRO LIMITED

Wipro Limited (NYSE: WIT, BSE: 507685, NSE: WIPRO) is a leading information 

technology, consulting and business process services company that delivers 

solutions to enable its clients do business better. Wipro delivers winning business 

outcomes through its deep industry experience and a 360-degree view of 

“Business through Technology.” By combining digital strategy, customer centric 

design, advanced analytics and product engineering approach, Wipro helps 

its clients create successful and adaptive businesses. A company recognized 

globally for its comprehensive portfolio of services, strong commitment to 

sustainability and good corporate citizenship, Wipro has a dedicated workforce 

of over 170,000, serving clients across 6 continents. For more information, please 

visit www.wipro.com


